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Edge and bulk transport in the mixed state of a type-II superconductor
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By comparing the voltage-current (V-I ) curves obtained before and after cutting a sample of 2H-NbSe2, we
separate the bulk and edge contributions to the transport current at various dissipation levels and derive their
respectiveV-I curves and critical currents. We find that the edge contribution is thermally activated across a
current dependent surface barrier. By contrast the bulkV-I curves are linear, as expected from the free flux
flow model. The relative importance of bulk and edge contributions is found to depend on dissipation level and
sample dimensions. We further show that the peak effect is a sharp bulk phenomenon and that it is broadened
by the edge contribution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the remarkable differences between a nor
metal and a superconductor stems from the way they c
current. While in metallic samples the current density is u
ally homogeneous throughout the material, in supercond
ors in the Meissner state the current flows along the sam
surface and edges so as to eliminate the self-induced m
netic field within the sample volume. In type-II superco
ductors in the mixed state, where the material is permea
by magnetic flux lines~vortices!, a similar current enhance
ment along sample edges is the result of a surface ba
which inhibits the entry or exit of vortices.1–13 Several types
of surface barriers have been identified including
Bean-Livingston1 and geometrical2,3 barriers. The former,
which is the primary source of edge currents in the exp
ments described here, is a result of the competition betw
the attraction of a vortex to its image and the repulsion a
ing from its interaction with shielding currents. Recent H
probe measurements in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 ~Refs. 4–6! and
NbSe2 ~Ref. 7! crystals have shown edge current enhan
ment due to the surface barrier. But thus far these edge
rents were only qualitatively identified.

The experiments described here allow for the first time
derive individual voltage-current (V-I ) characteristics of the
edge and bulk currents. Below the peak effect region~a peak
in the critical current just belowTc) we find that vortex entry
and exit at the edges is governed by thermal activation ac
a current dependent surface barrier, whereas vortex motio
the bulk is nonactivated. Our results show that the obser
nonlinearities of theV-I characteristics are due to the ed
contribution while the bulkV-I curves are linear. We furthe
show that the peak in critical current is primarily a bu
effect which sharpens and becomes more pronounced w
the edge contribution is removed. These experiments dem
strate that boundaries have a profound effect on theV-I char-
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acteristics as well as on the field and temperature depend
of the critical current.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiments were carried out in the low temperat
superconductor 2H-NbSe2 where local self-field7 and
magnetization13 measurements unveiled the presence of s
nificant edge currents. Transport, neutron scattering
magnetization measurements in these samples14–26 revealed
a number of unusual phenomena including memory and
rent driven reorganization.16–24 In addition, the shape of the
peak effect in this material was found to change significan
with measurement speed20,24 or contact configuration.25 Sev-
eral of these results were shown to be a consequenc
vortices traversing a surface barrier as they enter
sample.24,25 In the experiments described here the surfa
barrier was determined after separating the edge and
contributions to the current. The separation procedure
volves cutting a sample to reduce its width and compar
the V-I characteristics before and after cutting. A schema
illustration of the cutting is given in Fig. 1~a!.

The data were acquired on two undoped single crystal
2H-NbSe2 with initial sizes of 8(L)31.72(w)
30.020(d) mm3 ~sample A! and 6.3(L)31.40(w)
30.060(d) mm3 ~sample B! and with zero field critical
temperatures and width ofTc57.18 K, DTc595 mK and
7.21 K, 92 mK, respectively. Our measurements employe
standard four probe technique with low resistance Ag0.1In0.9
solder contacts. The distance between the voltage con
was 2.5 and 1.5 mm in samples A and B, respectively. T
critical current, I c , is defined as the current at which th
voltage reaches 1mV. The magnetic field was kept along th
c axis of the sample and the dc current was applied in
a-b plane. The vortex lattices are prepared by applying
magnetic field after cooling the sample throughTc ~zero-
field cooling!. Sample cut was carried out manually with
©2002 The American Physical Society11-1
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sharp razor blade. The width reduction factora0n5w0 /wn
(w0 , wn are the width before and afternth cutting! was
determined by direct inspection under a microscope and c
firmed by measuring the ratio of normal state resistan
before and after cutting. Sample A was cut twice witha01
51.52@shown in the inset of Fig. 1~b!# anda0253.65 for the
first and second cuts, respectively, and sample B was
once with a0151.35. By using this procedure rather tha
samples with different widths one can be certain that in co
paring theV-I curves before and after cutting all the para
eters~excepting the newly cut edge! are the same.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 2 we show the effect of sample cutting by com
paring theV-I curves and critical currents before and af
cutting. In Fig. 2~a! the results are shown for both the norm
(T57.6 K.Tc) and superconducting (T54.25 K,Tc)
states atH51 T. A comparison of the measurements at t
same average current density (J5I /dw) is obtained by plot-
ting the voltage against the scaled currenta02I ~solid line!.
At 7.6 K the scaled curve exactly overlaps the response
the uncut sample, clearly showing that the current densit
the normal state scales with the inverse of the sample wi
In other words the current distribution in the normal state
uniform. Using the same procedure for the data in the vor
state, we find that the scaledV-I curve of the cut sample is
shifted to the right of the initial curve, indicating that for th
same voltage response the average current density in th
sample is much higher. The same tendency is found for
scaled critical currents, which are significantly larger af
cutting, Fig. 2~b!. As shown below these results are cons
tent with an enhanced current at the sample edges due t
surface barrier. In fact both theories1,10,11 and
experiments4–7,12,13favor an excess current carrying capac

FIG. 1. Schematic illustrations of sample cutting~a! and the
corresponding current distributions in the vortex state~b!.The shad-
owed area represents the edge currentI s ~see text!. The inset in~b!
shows the resistance versus temperature curves and the deter
tion of the ratio of the sample width before (w0) and after (w1)
cutting.
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at the sample edges. The results are analyzed by separ
the total currentI 5I s1I b into a uniformly distributed bulk
contributionI b5Jbwd, with current densityJb and a nonuni-
form contribution I s . The latter, assumed to remain u
changed after cutting, represents the edge current due to
surface barrier.1–3 If edge contamination24 is present the re-
sulting enhanced edge current would also be included inI s .
This model is applicable when the sample width after cutt
is much larger than the characteristic extent of edge curre
In our experiments this condition is well satisfied below t
peak effect regime where edge currents are predomina
due to the surface barrier~edge contamination is
negligible24! and are thus confined to within a narrow str
<l;100 nm!w.10,11It follows that the vortex velocity and
hence the voltage response at a given field and temperatu
uniquely determined by the bulk current densityJb and by
I s . In Fig. 1~b! we plot a schematic current distribution i
the presence of a surface barrier1,10,11 or/and edge contami
nation illustrating the effect of cutting for a constantJb . In
this model the voltage response to a driving currentI 5I b
1I s in the initial sample will be the same as the response
a current I a5I b /a1I s in the cut sample, leading to
straightforward procedure for analyzing the data and
separating bulk from surface currents. Thus, after obtain
the values ofI and I a at a given voltage response by me
suring theV-I curves before and after cutting the sample, t
bulk and surface contributions to the current are given
I b5a(I 2I a)/(a21) and I s5(aI a2I )/(a21). Repeating
the same procedure for various voltage levels, separateV-I

ina-

FIG. 2. V-I curves at temperatures below~4.25 K! and above
~7.60 K! the critical temperatureTc ~a! and temperature dependenc
of critical current~b! for sample A before and after sample cuttin
The open symbols and solid lines represent the as-measured an
scaled data.
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EDGE AND BULK TRANSPORT IN THE MIXED STATE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 094511
characteristics can be obtained for the bulk (V-I b) and the
edge (V-I s). Results for theV-I characteristics of sample A
at 4.25 K and 1 T are shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! for the
initial (w051.72 mm) and cut sample (w250.471 mm),
respectively. We note that the relative contribution of t
edge is larger in the narrower sample Fig. 3~b! than in the
wider one Fig. 3~a!, in accord with the assumption thatI s is
unchanged, whereasI b is proportional to the sample width
In addition, the relative contribution of the edge to the to
transport current diminishes with increasing dissipation le
indicating that the voltage grows much faster with increas
I s than it does withI b . We further note that the measure
V-I curves in both the initial and cut samples are nonlinea
modest dissipation levels. Previous interpretations of
nonlinearities in theV-I curves in 2H-NbSe2 were usually
based on the assumption of a bulk phenomenon. Howe
from Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, our data show that the nonlinearit
is due to the edge contribution whereas the bulkV-I curves
are remarkably linear, consistent with early models of vor
motion in low temperature superconductors.27,28

Theoretical studies of vortex entry and exit across sam

FIG. 3. V-I curves for total~thick line!, edge~dashed!, and bulk
~thin line! current before~a! and after~b! cutting the sample.~c!
edgeV-I s curves in 1 T and at various temperatures.
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edges10,11have shown that a surface barrierU(I s), gives rise
to thermally activated V-I s characteristics: V5V0 exp
@2U(I s)/kBT#. The current dependence of the surface b
rier is determined by the mechanism of vortex penetrati
For example, the surface barrier in a slab geometry w
found to have a power law current dependenceU;I s

21/2 in
the 3D case while in the 2D case it is logarithmicU
;U0 ln(I 0 /I s)

1/2 with U0 a characteristic energy scale.10,11

In Fig. 3~c! we plot the edgeV-I s characteristics at 1 T for
several temperatures. The data are best fitted with a loga
mic current dependence of the surface barrierU(I s), as seen
from the straight lines obtained on a log-log scale. The te
perature dependence of the slope is consistent with the
activation with U0;70 K for T,5 K and decreasing in
value forT.5 K.

The temperature dependence of the critical current
samples A and B is shown in Fig. 4. The as-measured crit
currents are shown together with the bulk (I cb) and edge
(I cs) contributions obtained by the procedure describ
above. The two samples were grown in the same batch
are expected to be similar in quality, but they differ in thic
ness, with sample B three times thicker than sample A. Co
paring the bulk critical current densities (Jcb5I cb /wd) in
the two samples we find that below the peak effect they
practically identical, despite the fact that the average criti
current densityJc5I c /wd calculated in the usual way as th
total critical current divided by the sample cross section
more than 3 times larger in sample B than in A. These d
show that the two samples are identical in their bulk pinn
properties and that the distribution of pinning centers in
bulk is homogeneous. The significant difference between
bulk and average critical current densities must therefore
due to the surface barrier. Comparing the surface crit
sheet current densities, defined asJcs5I cs /d, we find a
strong enhancement of the edge critical current density
sample B compared to sample A, which implies that the s
face barrier in the thicker sample is larger. More work
needed to understand the dependence of the surface b
on sample thickness.

We next consider the peak effect region,29 where both

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of total, edge and bulk crit
currents at 1 T. Main panel: results for sample A (w2

50.471 mm); inset: expanded view of the peak region for sam
B (w051.40 mm).
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samples exhibit a well defined enhancement in the total c
cal current by factors of 2.0 and 2.7 for samples A and
respectively. The shape of the peak was previously foun
depend on measurement speed and contact geometry be
ing much sharper and more pronounced when the contr
tion from vortices entering through the edges was reduce
eliminated.24,25A similar result is obtained here by separati
the edge and bulk contributions to the critical current.
shown in the inset of Fig. 4 thebulk peak effect consists of a
20 fold enhancement inI cb @ I cb(T55.63 K)52.9 mA;
I cb(T55.66 K)559.6 mA] over a temperature range na
rower than the width of the zero field superconducting tr
sition. This remarkably sharp peak is similar to that obtain
when vortex crossing of edges is eliminated by using
Corbino geometry.25 In the lower part of the peakI cs in-
creases rapidly with temperature compared to its monoto
decrease below the peak. This enhancement is consi
with the edge-contamination mechanism suggested by Pa
et al.24 since the higher critical current of the disorder
phase, injected at the sample edge in the lower part of
peak effect, leads to an additional contribution toI cs over
and above that due to the surface barrier. These results
also consistent with the significant sharpening of the p
effect observed in high frequency ac measurements18,19,24

where edge contamination is practically eliminated.
In the above analysis we assumed that the edge cont

tion is unchanged by cutting the sample. As a check we
the sample a second time and compared the bulkV-I char-
acteristics to those before cutting. Below the peak region
.
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found that theV-Jb curves were unchanged within bett
than 10%.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, by comparing theV-I curves of samples
before and after they are cut, we obtained the bulk and e
contributions to the transport current at various dissipat
levels. This led to the first derivation of separateV-I curves
for the bulk and the edge. Below the peak region the non
earity of the measuredV-I curves in 2H-NbSe2 is due to the
edge contribution and the edge current is governed by t
mally activated vortex crossing through a current depend
surface barrier. By contrast the bulkV-I characteristics are
linear confirming the free flux flow model for vortex motio
in the bulk. In the peak effect region the temperature dep
dence of the bulk critical current exhibits a very sharp pe
The edge contribution starts increasing before the bulk c
rent does, leading to a smeared out peak in the total crit
current.
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